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ABSTRACT 
Let L be a vector lattice and Q a modular on L. This space equipped with the corresponding 
F-norm 1 . 1 c becomes an Orlicz lattice if it is complete with respect to 1 . 1 p For a fairly general 
type of modular it is possible to represent L as a Musielak-Orlicz space (Theorem 2.7). thus 
extending earlier results of Claas and Zaanen [2] and Wnuk [9]. It is also possible to represent such 
lattices even in the absence of a weak unit in L (Theorem 3.1). 
1. In [2] the study of Orlicz lattices has been initiated and given a solid 
foundation. Of particular interest therein was the representation of Orlicz 
lattices (Theorem 5.4) in the form of concrete Orlicz spaces. This, in turn, was 
an extension of the classical representation theorem of F, Bohnenblust for Lp 
lattices (1 ~pc 00) and later results; for a full bibliographical and historical 
discussion of this development see [Z]. Claas and Zaanen restrict their attention 
to the case of Orlicz lattices with a weak order unit, generated by a convex 
modular, satisfying the (AZ)-condition and being component invariant with 
respect to the weak unit. Continuing this line of research, the second author has 
extended these results in [9]. It has been shown that without assuming the 
component invariance of a modular, it is still possible to represent (convex) 
Orlicz lattices in the form of the so called Musielak-Orlicz spaces (generated by 
convex Musielak-Orlicz functions). In the present note we go still further, 
giving representation theorems for yet more general Orlicz lattices; we neither 
require an Orlicz modular to be convex nor to satisfy the well known (AZ)- 
condition. This is presented in Theorem 2.7, which we consider the most 
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interesting result of the paper. We also show that the assumption of L to have a 
weak order unit is superfluous; in Theorem 3.1 we prove the representation for 
Orlicz lattices without a weak order unit. 
Throughout the note, in what concerns lattices, we use the already standard 
terminology of [l] or [4], with one important exception, however. We use the 
term “vector lattice” instead of “Riesz space”, which is employed in both [l] 
and [4]; this to avoid using a rather unfortunate composition which would 
designate spaces being at the same time both Orlicz spaces and Riesz spaces. We 
use freely the definitions and results of [l] and [4] throughout the note. 
As concerns the basic facts and the terminology of F-spaces (=complete 
mettizable vector spaces) we refer to [7]. Several results of [2] are valid not only 
in Banach lattices but in general F-lattices as well. In such places, to avoid 
repeating almost verbatim the proofs of [2] we only sketch arguments. 
2. In this note L will always denote a vector lattice. Let 1 . 1 be an F-norm 
on L such that 1x1 I IyI implies 1x1 I 1~~1 ( an F-norm with this property is 
called a monotone F-norm). A pair (L, I - I ), where I - I is a monotone F-norm, 
is called an F-lattice if L is complete with respect to I . I. 
2.1. LEMMA. For every F-lattice (L, I . I) the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) L is super Dedekind complete and I . 1 is order continuous. 
(b) L is a-Dedekind complete and I - I is a-order continuous. 
(c) Every increasing order bounded sequence in L is norm convergent. 
(d) For every order bounded sequence (x,) in L of disjoint positive elements, 
1% I -0. 
PROOF. Equivalence of conditions (a), (b) and (c) was proved in [2] 
(Theorem 3.4). Using theorem 10.1 in [l] we get equivalence of conditions (c) 
and (d) (plainly, the topology generated by I - I is locally solid). 
2.2. DEFINITION. A function Q: L + [0, m) is called a modular, if it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(~1) &x)=0 ifand only if x=0, 
(4Q) Ix I 5 IY I implies e(x) 5 eW 
(e3) X~Y implies e(x+v) =.&I +eQ, 
(~4) @(ax + By) I Q(X) + QQ) whenever a, /3 2 0, a + B = 1, 
(e5) 0 Ix, fx implies e(x,) t Q(x), 
(~6) .&.x)+0 whenever ll-*O (A E [O,oo)). 
A modular .Q defines a monotone F-norm on L (the so called Musielak-Orlicz 
F-norm, cf. [5]) as follows: 
(2.3) 1x1,= inf [a>O: @(t)scj. 
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It is a well known fact that Ix, --x 1 ,+O if and only if V;1>0, Q(&Y~ -x))+O. 
2.4. DEFINITION If Q is a modular on L and L is complete with respect to 
theF-norm 1 . IQ, then the pair (L, 1 e IQ), which will be denoted by LQ, is called 
an Orlicz lattice. 
Every Orlicz lattice LQ is super Dedekind complete and 1 . I, is order 
continuous because the condition (d) of Lemma 2.1 holds there (a proof of this 
statement is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1 in [2]). 
2.5. DEFINITION. Let (52, 2, v) be a measure space. A function w: [0, 00) x 
x Q + [0, OQ) is called a Musielak-Orlicz function lf: 
1. w(r,s) is Z-measurable for each r, 
and for each s. 
2. w(r,s) is left continuous for r> 0 and continuous at zero. 
3. v(r, s) is non-decreasing. 
4. w(r, s) = 0 if and only if r = 0. 
Let 3 = {g: g is a real Z-measurable function}, and let I,V be a Musielak-Orlicz 
function. Then 
Lw={gES: Zr>O $ W(r[g(s)J,s)dv<oo}, 
n 
where functions equal v-almost everywhere are identified, is called a Musielak- 
Orficz space ([S]). Sometimes we shall write LW(s;), Z, v) instead of LW to empha- 
size the measure space. L,W will as usual denote the following subspace of LW: 
L,W=(gES: Vr>O 1 v(r)g(s)/,s)dvcooj 
R 
(functions equal v-almost everywhere are again identified). If a function I,U 
satisfies also the condition 
(2.6) Zk > 0 Vr v(2r, s) I kly(r, s) + y(s) 
v-almost everywhere and y is v-integrable, then (as is well known) LW = L,W. It is 
obvious that the function M: Lr-+[O, oo), given by the equality 
is a modular and (Lr, I . I& is an Orlicz lattice. 
Spaces Lv (with additional assumptions about v) were introduced by Musie- 
lak and Orlicz some twenty years ago (see [5]). An element eE L is a weak unit 
of L if x E L and eA 1 x ) = 0 imply x = 0. An element p is called a component of 
the weak unit e if p I (e -p). The set of all components of the weak unit e will be 
denoted by C(e). 
Two F-lattices (L1, I . 1 i) and (L, 1 . I z) are called isometrically Riesz iso- 
morphic (denoted LI =LL2) if there exists a linear isometry (onto) T: L, +Lz such 
that T is a Riesz isomorphism. 
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2.7. THEOREM. Every Orlicz lattice L@ with a weak unit is isometrically 
Riesz isomorphic to some space Lr(S, A, ~1, where S is a compact space and p is 
finite. 
PROOF. It is sufficient to show that there exists an isometry which is a Riesz 
isomorphism between dense vector sublattices in G’ and (L,W, 1 . IM) respectively 
(cf. [2] Theorem 3.1). Let e be a weak unit in L @. C(e) is a complete Boolean 
algebra (since JV’ is Dedekind complete). Let S be the Stone space of the algebra 
C(e) (S is unique up to homeomorphism) and let A0 be the algebra of closed- 
open subsets of S. P(Ac) denotes the space of linear combinations of charac- 
teristic functions of sets in A,,. A wiI1 denote the smallest a-algebra containing 
A,-,, A’ will be the a-ideal of all sets of the first category belonging to A. If Tis a 
Boolean isomorphism of the algebra C(e) onto A0 and Q is the natural Boolean 
homomorphism A onto /i/H, then the composition QT is a Boolean iso- 
morphism (cf. [8] § 29). Therefore Qt/ic (the restriction of Q to A,) is also a 
Boolean isomorphism. The function p: A + [0, 00) given by the formula 
PW=~U--'QI&'QW) 
is a measure and N= {A E A: p(A) = O}. Let 
P(A)= { i ailAi: HEN, aiER, AiEA)/- 
i=l 
where - is the relation of equality of functions p-almost everywhere. For every 
A EA there exists (exactly one) VA E A0 such that A - U, E Jv, so P(A) can be 
identified with &lo). The rest of the proof is basically a repetition of the 
argument used in [9]. 
First we extend the operator T: C(e)+& to a Riesz isomorphism from 
(lin C(e)) onto P(Ae) jn the following way: 
T( i aiPJ = iil ailT@i)* 
i=l 
The function M &lo)* [0, 00) defined by the formula 
(2.8) Md = et T- ’ &)I 
is a modular. Using the Drewnowski-Orlicz theorem ([3], Theorem 2.1) for the 
measure space (S, A. p) and the space P(A) ( =P(&,)) we find a function 
ry: [0, 00) x S* [0, 001 such that 
for each gEP(Ac). w has the following properties: w(r,s) is A-measurable for 
each r and there exists a set A0 of measure p zero such that for each s E S \ A,, 
w(r,s) = 0 iff r = 0, w(r,s) is non-decreasing and left continuous. Elementary 
calculations show that we can choose a set A of p-measure zero such that &r,s) 
is finite for all r and s E S \ A and I&, s) is continuous at zero for each s E S \ A. 
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Therefore we can say that v is a Musielak-Orlicz function. From the equalities 
(2.8) and (2.9) we see that T-t is an isometry which is also a Riesz isomorphism 
between dense sublattices lin C(e) and P(&) in L@ and (L,W, 1 . I,&, respectively 
(density of lin C(e) in LQ was shown in the proof of Theorem 5.4 [2]; density of 
p(&) in Lr is a well known fact). 
3. Let (L,),,,, be a family of vector lattices and let 
I!?,: La-+ r4 -1 (a E 4 
be a famiIy of modulars. The set 
0 (L, @a) = (x E l-I La: lfr> 0 c e&x(a)) < 00 1 uesl aEd a 
is called a modular sum of the vector lattices L,, A modular sum is a vector 
lattice with respect to the natural operations and the ordering xly if and only if 
x(a) my for all a E 1;9, The function p: 0, (L, Q,) + [0,03) given by p(x) = 
= C a @,(x(a)) is a modular. If Q, is a convex modular for every a, then p is also 
a convex modular (for the definition of a convex modular see Remark 4.2). 
Similarly, if for every a~ -ly: Q, satisfies the condition (&) (see Remark 4.2) 
with a constant k, and if sup, k, c 0~ then also p satisfies the condition (d2) 
with a constant supa k,. If (Lean) are Orlicz lattices then (0, (L, Q,), 1 . 1 p) is an 
Orlicz lattice. This Orlicz lattice will be denoted by (0, (L, e,))e. If (L,), E &is a 
family of disjoint vector sublattices of an Orlicz lattice LQ, then 
T (L, Q) = {x E aFd L,: C x(a) is unconditionally convergent}. 
a 
3.1. THEOREM. Let LQ be an Orlicz lattice. Then there exist a Musielak- 
Orlicz function ly and Q measure space (S, A, p) such that 
Leu$(s, A, pu). 
PROOF. Using the Kuratowski-Zorn lemma we find a maximal family (xJ,= d 
of positive disjoint elements in L (i.e. Va! Ix 1 AX, = 0 implies x= 0). Let y E LT, 
If ya = supke N y/\kx,, then y = sup, ya. Indeed, let z E LQ possess the property 
z =ya for all Q E .B?. Therefore 0 I (z -yJ I (z -y)v(z - kx,) for every natural k 
and aE &, so 0= [(z-y)nO]v[(z- kx,)/\O). Hence 0= (z-y)-~(x~ - k-‘z)+ for 
every natural k and CXE &. The last equality implies 0 = (z-y)- AX, for all a. 
Maximality of the family (x,) gives (z-y)- = 0, so zry. It is clear that the set 
@y = {a: .&/uc,) ~0) is at most countable. Since the elements ya are disjoint, 
we have 
and the series is unconditionally convergent. Let Y, = {xu} 1 *. It is evident that 
y has a unique representation in the form 
(3.2) Y= C Zav CzEl 
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where Z,E I’,, 9X& is at most countable and C,, d za is unconditionally 
convergent. For every y E LQ we have y =y+ - y - , so every y has a unique repre- 
sentation in the form (3.2). 
The operator T: P+(@& Y, @))Q, given by 
where w, = z, for a E B and w, = 0 for Q E &\ 9, is a Riesz isomorphism and 
Q@) = p(TQ)). Thus LQ= (0, (Y, Q))Q. Y, is closed in LQ and x, is a weak unit 
in Ya. Therefore Y, is an Orlicz lattice with a weak unit. Using Theorem 2.7 we 
find a family of Musielak-Orlicz spaces LYa(Sa, A, pa) such that Y”,=Lr$&, 
A, p,) for each a E J% Hence (0, (Y, e))P is isometrically Riesz isomorphic to 
(0, L,wU(S,, A, &, AI,)@ (the modulars A& are defined in the usual way: 
for g E Lra). We can, of course, assume S, n S, = 0 for a # p. Let S = Ua E d S, 
and 
/i={AcS: bTaAns,EA,}. 
A is a o-algebra and the function p: A + [0, 001 defined by 
is a measure (cf. [l], p. 72; we recall that if (v~)~,~ is a family of positive real 
numbers then Ca vP means sup, Csed va where the supremum is taken over all 
finite subsets A of !B). The function ly: [0, 00) x S+ [0,03) given by the equality 
a&r, s) = ty,(r, s) for s E S, 
is a Musielak-Orlicz function. The operator 
given by the formula 
where F(s) =g,&) for SE S,, is a linear isometry which is at the same time a 
Riesz isomorphism. This completes the proof. 
4. REMARKS 
4.1. If L is a-Dedekind complete and T: L+ [0, 00) satisfies conditions 
(gl)-(~3) then r also satisfies the condition (~4) (cf. [6]). 
Let t: L+[O, 0~) satisfy conditions (el)-(~4) and (~6). The necessary and 
sufficient condition for (~5) to hold is that the function f,(r) = 7(a) be left 
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continuous on (0,oo) for all XEL. This follows from the easy observation that if 
0 I x, tx, then 
for every pair ~2,820, a+/3= 1. 
4.2. If r: L+[O, m) satisfies conditions (Al)-(~3) and in addition 
W3 ~(ax+fly)Iat(x)+fltcy) a,flrO, a+p= 1 
(t is a convex modular), then T also satisfies conditions (~5) and (~6). This 
follows from the inequalities 
~(x)sdy)+2-*a(~(2y))+r(2a-~(x-y)) 
T( ax) 52 as(x) 
which hold for all aE (0, I]. These inequalities are a simple consequence of the 
condition &A’) (cf. [2], p. 87). It is very easy to check that conditions (Al)-(~4) 
and (~6) do not imply the condition (~5) in general. Similarly, conditions 
(el)-(~5) do not imply the condition (~6). If Q is a convex modular then G’ is 
isometrically Riesz isomorphic to some space Lr, where w is a convex function 
with respect to the first variable (see 191). Similarly, if Q satisfies the so called 
&)-condition 
(4.3) m > 0 vx E L @(2x) I k@(X) 
then the function ly satisfies the condition ~(2r,s) skly(r,s) (almost every- 
where), so the space L,W is then equal to LW. 
4.4. Let LQ be an Orlicz lattice with a weak unit e. The modular Q is called 
component invariant with respect to e if 
eV4 Vr>O VpeC(e)\ (0) z = - 
e(e) 
(see [2], p. 79). If Q is component invariant with respect to e then LQsL,W for 
some Musielak-Orlicz function w, where v is independent of the variable s (cf. 
[9], Corollary and [2], Theorem 5.4). 
4.5. Let LQ be an Orlicz lattice and let (x,),~ d be a maximal family of 
positive disjoint elements. The modular Q is called totally component invariant 
with respect to the famiiy (x,) if the following holds: 
e(v) e(rx,) Va VpeC(x,)\ (0) Vr>O - = - 
&?@I e(x,) ’ 
e(rx,) Va, /3~d Vr>O- = e(q). 
ew ecqd 
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If Q is totally component invariant with respect to some maximal family of 
disjoint positive elements, then LQ =L,W, where IC/ is a Musielak-Orlicz function 
which is independent of the variable s (see W.J. Claas, Orlicz lattices, Ph. D. 
Thesis, Leiden 1977). Indeed, from Theorem 3.1 we get a Musielak-Orlicz space 
LC(S, /i, I() such that LQ =,?2: and S = Ua S,, where the elements S, are disjoint 
and p(S,) c 00. Let 
v(r) = @(=rA - for r>O 
ec%) 
(x, is arbitrary). There exists a family B, of sets of p-measure zero such that for 




(functions equal p-almost everywhere are identified). It is clear that if L@‘(S, 4, PC) 
is a Musielak-Orlicz space and p is independent of the variable s, then there 
exists a maximal family (g,) of positive disjoint elements in Lz such that the 
modular M (defined as usual) is totally component invariant with respect to 
(g,). (Let (h,) CL: be a maximal family of positive disjoint elements. The set 
U, = supp h, is p - o-finite, i.e., there exists a sequence (U”,> of disjoint sets 
such that U,, U”,= U,, p(r/z) < 00. M is totally component invariant with 
respect to the family (1 “z)~~). 
4.6. A positive element x EL is called an atom if 1~ 1 IX implies the 
existence of a real number ;1 such that y = Ilx. A vector lattice is called discrete if 
there exists a maxima1 family of disjoint elements consisting of atoms. If LQ is 
an Orlicz lattice and L is discrete, then LQ is called a discrete Or&z lattice. 
It follows, from the proof of Theorem 3.1, that if L@ is a discrete Orlicz 
lattice and (x,,)~ E r is a maximal family of disjoint elements consisting of atoms, 
then LQ is isometrically Riesz isomorphic to I,W(n, where w: [0, 0~) x r-, [0, 00) is 
given by w(r, y) = ~(rx,) and Z:(F) is the following subspace of the space of all 
real functions f defined on E 
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